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THE CALL

In an age where cursive writing is no longer being taught and where “think 
beyond convention” has become commonplace, new conventions are making 
way whether we know or like it or not. Often times  we as a student journal 
find ourselves facing particular expectations - presumed requirements - to be 
serious. WHY? – because we are “academic.” 

Or so we are taught to assume. 

In the name of One:Twelve’s Twelfth, we would like to go forth in the spirit 
of redundancy. This is not a “journal” – it is a JOURNAL. In the purest sense, 
Issue 012 will be an informal exploration – a stream of consciousness, self-
aware yet unscathed by the expected conventions of academic milieu. 

We want to expound upon the hilarity of our seriousness and the seriousness 
of hilarity in architectural projects and publications. Even the word itself – 
architectural – elicits a sense of formality. One:Twelve’s Twelfth attempts 
to identify and exploit these digested conventions, upending our own 
disciplinary understanding of right and wrong. 

One:Twelve called for the finest jokes, puns, stories, riddles and thoughts on 
the state of formal conventions in architecture and beyond. From the plague 
of plagiarism to critical satire, we hope you enjoy One:Twelve's Twelfth. 
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Our natural world has been masked. 
Comprehension of our surrounding 
landscape hindered by human 
intervention. In the wake of our 
accomplishments, the origin of our success 
is overlooked.
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Theo Morrow



The universe is vast and constantly expanding. The 
existence of a similar world is conceivable.  A world 
residing in a surreal corner of our dimension – untouched 
by our world, but comprised of the same stardust. When 
looking at it one may feel a new form of déjà vu, an 
unfamiliar familiarity.

Surely the discovery of this world would elicit celebration of 
human accomplishment. Physical occupation being out of the 
question, observation and design are instinctive. The desire to 
leave a mark is shared among the civilization who could see 
when the lights to the universe were turned off.
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A library of possible projects. Each 
an instant ruin, no purpose outside of 
existing. Monumental in scale, irrelevant 
in context.

Each ruin a reappropriation of 
human experience, stranded in a 
location which couldn’t care less.
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This is not our world, but the 
sensation of recognition calls 
for the desire to cover it. The 
anthropocentric agenda takes the 
form of an architectural mask and 
the cycle continues.

The network is vast and useless.

Eventually doomed to destruction, but 
constructed to be incomplete.

ONE:TWELVE
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In advertisements, businesses only have a few precious seconds to capture 
the attention of viewers before time is up or before the target audience, so 
accustomed to being constantly bombarded by ads, loses interest. It seems 
like some architecture firms are adopting this catchy marketing approach, 
but perhaps they shouldn’t. The mission statement is a manifesto: a chance 
to discuss office philosophies: the importance of architecture, the role of 
architects and users, work ethic, and other ideas that cannot be portrayed 
visually. The mission statement has the opportunity to be critical, to narrate, 
to project, or to imagine. Instead, they often reiterate clichés that lack valuable 
information. So please, tell me something I don't know or don't tell me 
anything at all.

The lack of specificity is concerning in these statements. One would think (or 
at least like to think) that each firm has highly specific goals and approaches 
that are unique to their work and can be expressed through the power of 
diction. Unfortunately, this is rarely the case. Architecture should connect 
to culture and people and have a sociological understanding of the world in 
which it resides and the mission statement should take part in capturing that. 
Lately, we think mission statements have fallen short.  

In our research, we found some mission statements to be so chock-full of 
fluffy, meaningless language that we took it upon ourselves to do some 
editing. By simply deleting half or more of the words used in the statements, 
we ended up with results that are at most, enlightening or amusing and at the 
very least, better than they were before. We will not reveal what statements 
came from which firms because that would just be rude.  

 
 

       
       Take a look:
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Claire Ronan & Ali Sandhu
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PORTFOLIO CONTAINS SOME DESIGN.  WE HAVE 
DEEP EXPERIENCE. 

... So, would you like to tell us anything else about that design you have? The 
problem we see here is that the mission statement should do something other 
than repeat what is already apparent in the portfolio. Another issue is bragging 
about experience. A firm could ride a few successful projects they had in the 
80’s, but does that still make them credible? Are they thinking about what is 
valuable to our environments here and now?
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IN  1972 ,  B ILL  AND BILL  LED A  TEAM OF BUSINESS.
 
 
 
We have just loved Bill and Bill since 1972.
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INTERDISCIPL INARY,  R IGOROUS,  DESIGN AND 
RESEARCH,  INNOVATIVE ,  ICONIC BUILDINGS 
AND ENVIRONMENTS.  PROFESSIONALS AS A 

COLLABORATIVE  ENTERPRISE .  INSTITUTIONAL AND 
CIV IC ,  DYNAMIC AND EVOLVING,  SHIFT ING AND 
ADVANCING,  POLIT ICAL  AND TECHNOLOGICAL, 

AWARDS,  AWARDS,  AND HONORS. 
 

We’re quite wary of descriptive, elaborate, wordy, extremely verbose, strangely 
expressive, smooth-spoken, self-decorative authors no matter how many 
awards, awards, and honors they have achieved. 
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WE USE DESIGN TO ENRICH PEOPLE’S  L IVES 
AND HELP ORGANIZATIONS COLLABORATE 

ACROSS A  NETWORK OF 24  OFFICES ON THREE 
CONTINENTS TO DEL IVER EXCEPTIONAL DESIGN 

IDEAS AND SOLUTIONS FOR OUR CL IENTS 
THROUGH THE CREATIVE  BLENDING OF HUMAN 
NEED,  ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP,  VALUE 

CREATION,  SCIENCE,  AND ART SOLUTIONS FROM 
A COLLABORATIVE  PROCESS THAT ENCOURAGES 

MULTIDISCIPL INARY PROFESSIONAL TEAMS TO 
RESEARCH ALTERNATIVES,  SHARE KNOWLEDGE,  AND 
IMAGINE NEW WAYS TO SOLVE THE CHALLENGES OF 

THE BUILT  ENVIRONMENT.  
 

The authors seem to just want to talk a lot without really saying anything. 
While it is tragic waste of cyberspace, it also earns accolades as an impressive 
run-on sentence. Words that double: design, creative, environment, solve.
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WE BEL IEVE IN  OUR CL IENTS COMBINING THEIR 
PEOPLE WITH DESIGN FOR PEOPLE THAT DEL IVER 
PEOPLE-FOCUSED RESULTS FOR OUR CL IENTS. 
 
 
 
People, people, people pleasers. So if I’m a client… how about you tell me less 
about me and more about you? Connecting to the client seems to be of the 
utmost importance to most of these firms but what about the architecture? 
Isn't that interesting? Here is the ideal relationship: Firm displays work and 
ethos. Client recieves this information. Client decides whether or not they are 
a match. Client reaches out or moves on. 
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That being said, there are definitely missions statements that we really enjoy. 
They left us thinking that not all firms/design offices are the same or that the 
right set of minds in one place could actually make an impact on the built 
environment. Most importantly, they left us thinking. Here are a few of those 
stand-out mission statements and why we think they are important.
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NOTES ON MISSION STATEMENT:

I would like to commend the author on the first two sentences for being 
exactly that: two simple sentences. A "no nonsense" policy is the best policy. 

The capitalization of the name of the firm is a great way to assert within a sea 
of words. 

They bring into question more than just architecture and more than just 
the business of architecture. Admittedly, the crossing of disciplines is more 
intriguing than just hitting popular architectural power words. 

This mission statement has two direct goals and accomplishes them in two 
paragraphs. Those goals are: describe the work of the firm and describe the 
people who work in the firm. Both are done clearly and beautifully and as a 
reader, I couldn’t be happier.

BUREAU SPECTACULAR is an operation of
architectural affairs founded and led by Jimenez Lai since 2008.
It is located in Los Angeles.
 
BUREAU SPECTACULAR imagines other worlds and engages the design 
of architecture through telling stories. Beautiful stories about character 
development, relationships, curiosities and attitudes; absurd stories about 
fake realities that invite enticing possibilities. The stories conflate design, 
representation, theory, criticism, history and taste into cartoon pages. These 
cartoon narratives swerve into the physical world through architectural 
installations, models and small buildings.

BUREAU SPECTACULAR is a group of individuals who practice 
architecture through the contemplation of art, history, politics, sociology, 
linguistics, mathematics, graphic design, technology, and storytelling. We 
often find ourselves at the crossroads of all disciplines, yet comfortably 
embracing the healthy intersections between the many intellectual human 
discourses.1
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BIG is a Copenhagen and New York based group of architects, designers, 
builders, and thinkers operating within the fields of architecture, urbanism, 
interior design, landscape design, product design, research and development. 
The office is currently involved in a large number of projects throughout 
Europe, North America, Asia and the Middle East. BIG’s architecture 
emerges out of a careful analysis of how contemporary life constantly evolves 
and changes. Not least due to the influence from multicultural exchange, 
global economical flows and communication technologies that all together 
require new ways of architectural and urban organization. 

We believe that in order to deal with today’s challenges, architecture can 
profitably move into a field that has been largely unexplored. A pragmatic 
utopian architecture that steers clear of the petrifying pragmatism of 
boring boxes and the naïve utopian ideas of digital formalism. Like a form 
of programmatic alchemy we create architecture by mixing conventional 
ingredients such as living, leisure, working, parking and shopping. By 
hitting the fertile overlap between pragmatic and utopia, we architects once 
again find the freedom to change the surface of our planet, to better fit 
contemporary life forms.2

NOTES ON MISSION STATEMENT:

Straightforward as can be. 
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NOTES ON MISSION STATEMENT:

How could we possibly write this article without acknowledging the sheer 
brilliance of this, a humorous critique on office statements in the form of... 
you guessed it, an office statement. Even despite its humor and light tone, it 
explains one thing, perhaps the most important thing, seriously. Description 
of the methods MOS uses to work with each other tells the client more about 
the process of collaboration than final portfolio images alone can show.

If given the choice between staring blankly into space or reading architect’s 
office statements on their website, we choose the first. They all say the same 
thing: we’re sustainable, responsible with budgets, experienced, award-
winning, etc… The game seems to be how to say nothing in particular and 
comfort any worries of someone contemplating hiring you. After a few clicks, 
it’s hard not to think that all this quote-unquote professionalism is very cold 
at its core. We can’t tell you exactly when MOS started. We like to say it was 
2003, but we didn’t have an office space then and our name was !@#?, which 
we quickly found was too difficult to use because 1. you couldn’t pronounce it 
and 2. you couldn’t get a web address. So eventually we drifted towards MOS 
– an acronym of our names and a shared desire to be horizontal and fuzzy, 
as opposed to tall and shiny. In 2005, we began a makeshift office around a 
large table, working through a range of design experiments – a make-believe 
of architectural fantasies, problems, and thoughts about what we would be 
building in the future. As we’ve grown, we continue to operate around one 
large table working closely on each project through playful experimentation 
and serious research. This website indexes that work- houses, institutions, 
housing, stores, installations, furniture, writing, software experiments  
and films.3

NOTES 

1. "About." Bureau Spectacular. N.p., n.d. Web. 09 Jan. 2017. 

2."NEWS." BIG | Bjarke Ingels Group. N.p., n.d. Web. 09 Jan. 2017.

3. "MOS Architects." MOS Architects. N.p., n.d. Web. 09 Jan. 2017. 

 

IMAGES
http://bureau-spectacular.net/news

https://big.dk/#news

http://www.mos.nyc/
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Kay Bea Jones

Metropolitan Museum of Art
12 November 2016 
 

Beatrice Galilee, Daniel Brodsky Associate Curator of Architecture and 
Design at The Met’s Department of Modern and Contemporary Art, focused 
her large audience for the day on “the most exciting, important, and creative 
contemporary architectural and design projects and ideas.” The sum total 
of the talks was as diverse, vital, and discordant as Galilee’s intentions were 
ambitious.

The speakers did not disappoint.  Not a one. The range of presentations 
offering original work and ideas about contemporary architecture ranged 
from film, performance, and photography –with gorgeous visuals and 
articulate critique --to a plethora of stunning landscapes and buildings 
themselves. Cultures represented included Ireland and Israel; Chile and 
China; Australia and Austria; pre-Brexit Britain, France, Belgium, Spain, The 
Netherlands, Switzerland and even Los Angeles. Rapid fire words and works 
from the assortment of nations found complex interventions between Ireland 
and Afghanistan, Switzerland and Mexico, and homegrown queries displayed 
at the Istanbul Design Biennale exploring a “world where everyday reality 
has outpaced science fiction.” Presentations of such a vast scope and superb 
quality connecting distant worlds with threads of novelty and beauty gave 
refreshing inspiration, yet occasionally provoked holes in the fabric.

A few themes can loosely be extracted from the breadth of proposals, perhaps 
revealing this reviewer’s subjective stance. Landscapes provide sublime 
opportunities for the art of design and raise some of the most acute challenges 
for future inhabitation. The canary in the coal mine is out of the cage. Places 
not readily seen in our high design spheres and schools are emerging as scenes 
of conflict and culture. By highlighting vacant homes on Chicago’s South side, 
Irish prisons, refuge cities, “The Arab City” and UN peacekeeping camps, 
they let us see beyond our own balconies and backyards to democratize 
culture, decidedly more than ferry travel to Governor’s Island ever could 
(Geuze).   Documentary and art films “tell it like it is,” that is, direct scenes 
of fabricated environs that use the phenomena of inhabited places to let 
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architecture tell its own story, albeit highly choreographed and edited.  

Most notable among the themes represented in these selected works 
of architecture is the frequency and occurrence of recycled places. As 
Ganterbein described in his addition to the Kunstmuseum Basel “we catch 
the thread of on-going architectural history.” From New York’s High Line to 
Barasch and Ramsey’s Low Line, OMA’s Fondazione Prada born of an early 
20th Century Milanese distillery, to transporting surveillance infrastructure 
as depicted in Donovan Wylie’s haunting photographs, we see what has been 
discarded become vital again.   

As some of the best evidence of robust recycled places, local projects perhaps 
best illustrated the theme. New York City was the protagonist of timely ideas 
big and small, as well she should be in The Met’s contemporary overview. 
Deborah Berke, of Manhattan’s Deborah Berke Partners and Dean of 
Yale School of Architecture, is transforming the former Bayview Woman’s 
Correctional Facility in Chelsea  (previous Seamen’s Hotel) to become “The 
Women’s Building,” a permanent home for workspaces and organizations 
aligned with the women’s rights movement. Liz Diller shared the latest 
transformer to come to rest on the High Line. “The Shed,” a luminous 
elegantly glazed (with plastic) superstructure sleeve is designed to glide over 
the repossessed area above the tracks near the Hudson yards. Developed 
with the Rockwell Group, the Shed will provide 170,000 new square feet 
of exhibition space for temporary installations, concerts, performances 
and other cultural productions giving venues for organizations at home 
and abroad. Diller was the second presenter of the day to call out Cedric 
Price, while asking what future art will look like. She demonstrated that her 
scalable, multimedia, unbranded arts venue can exist outside of corporate 
structures and be sustainable beyond marketing and commercial institutions. 
The architect/developer partnership, having established he concept, 
worked through all phases of organizational design to endow the Shed, thus 
reminding the audience that “It is possible for architects to expand the agency 
of the program.” 
 
Other contemporary New York City projects shared during The Day 
challenged norms to reclaim areas of the city. Joshua Prince-Ramus presented 

the Ronald O. Perelman Performing Arts Center at the new World Trade 
Center. He discussed the sobriety of the site, and showed internalized venues 
that will receive filtered light only through marble walls, with malleable 
interiors subject to the will of artistic directors. Mimi Hoang offered her 
“microliving” apartments at Carmel Place as another example of techno-
innovative design in the city. Adrian Geuze’s project for  The Hills Park on 
Governors Island is built of constructed debris and appears to have invented a 
new topography as a strategy to repurpose an abandoned military base while 
framing marvelous views of the tip of Manhattan. The park currently provides 
a welcome respite from the city and will no doubt incite real estate speculation 
in its wake.

Three presentations during The Day were particularly inspiring. Each posed 
questions about ownership of land, identity, and cultural legacy. Brooklyn-
based artist Jill Magrid discovered that the Vitra Swiss furniture corporation, 
renowned for their own architecture, holds the complete rights to the archives 
of Mexican architect Luis Barragan. The archives were acquired as a gift given 
to the wife of the head of Vitra for the occasion of their engagement.  In an 
attempt to exchange rights for rites, Magrid acquired access to the Barragan’s 
tomb from his family and produced a diamond ring from his ashes. She used 
the ring to propose the return of the precious archives to a publicly accessible 
site in Mexico. Her work with the Barragan family, the Mexican Government 
and international arts advocates is the antithesis to building a wall as art 
trumps privilege, while it raises concerns about cultural heritage, legacy and 
ownership.

Amanda Williams, visual artist and adjunct professor of architecture at 
Chicago’s IIT, introduced poignant race and cultural queries in her Color(ed) 
Theory Series.  Claiming that “there are no blank sheets of paper,” Williams 
introduces linguistic theory to dig into scenes, textures and colors found in 
her everyday life. She shared her own coming of age from elite architecture 
schools home to where she found herself “code switching” in “s/p/r/a/c/e” 
and she now applies lessons from abstract color theory to real questions about 
poverty, privilege, and gentrification. Semantics and applications of color 
drew new attention to foreclosures, erasure and emptiness on Chicago’s South 
Side, where they have seen far too much red.
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My favorite presentation took the audience to Big Sky Montana where 
Spanish landscape architects of Ensamble Studio have crafted interventions 
called Structures of Landscape. Their evocative work emerges from the 
“Sculpture in the Expanded Field” (Krauss) era when American land art was 
produced by the exodus of a generation of sculptors from galleries. These 
artists have chosen instead to work in monumental, uninhabited Western 
landscapes, often wilderness, and produce works for which there is no market. 
García-Abril and Mesa Molina have redefined a practice of inhabiting the 
ex-urban in a very big and sensual way. Michael Heizer’s Double Negative, 
Nancy Holt’s Sun Tunnels. Walter de Maria’s Lighting Fields, and Smithson’s 
Spiral Jetty are science projects that use astronomical phenomena to produce 
effects. The architectural forms of Ensamble come directly from the land, 
their production methods were developed on site, and they are designed to 
be experienced in community as well as pose for photographs. Structures cast 
from the terrain in Yellowstone National Park defy any geometrical or logical 
formal abstraction. They are grounded in their locus. Yet they are also inspired 
by the scale of their monumental surroundings. While it is impossible to 
gauge the reproduction or image, the scale and earthen qualities of Ensamble’s 
open shelters define postmodernism’s essential monumentality.

Trust was the focus of Mariana Pestana as she invited her discussants in the 
first panel to reflect on their modes of performance, photography, film to 
address a year of architecture.  What we see; who we are; what we do; and to 
what we aspire is ever present in what we make, for whom we make it, and how 
we celebrate, critique and appreciate- those artifacts. What bonds of trust are 
necessary for the culture of architecture to thrive?

At the finale of a very packed and rich day, it was appropriate to hear Beatrice 
Galillee exclaim, “We made it!” We must expect and anticipate that what 
architects and artists continue to make, in all the forms given presence by 
The Metropolitan Museum, can maintain the level present by “A Year of 
Architecture in a Day.”. The Met—with its slimmed down logo and promise of 
Breuer’s Modern building to continue to feature contemporary and modern 
architecture—succeeded during The Day to honor continuity in service to the 
future rather than again showcase divisive stylistic conceits. One senses we can 

NOTES 

The discussions and videos realted to In Our Time: A Year of Architecture in a Day symposium can be viewed at the 

following web address: 

https://www.dezeen.com/2016/11/12/watch-live-stream-metropolitan-museum-of-art-in-our-time-architecture-

talks/

look forward to much more from this program celebrating and interpreting 
contemporary and modern architecture.  The Met has emerged as an axis 
mundi around which the innovative, expansive, essential world of architecture 
will spin.



"Could [one] clarify this matter of things by... imagining them, first, as 
the amorphousness out of which objects are materialized by the (ap)
perceiving subject, the anterior physicality of the physical world emerging, 
perhaps, as an after-effect of the mutual constitution of subject and object, a 
retroprojection? [One] could imagine things, second, as what is excessive in 
objects, as what exceeds their mere materialization as objects or their mere 
utilization as objects - their force as a sensuous presence or as a metaphysical 
presence, the magic by which objects become values, fetishes, idols, and 
totems. Temporalized as the before and after of the object, thingness amounts 
to a latency (the not yet formed or the not yet formable) and to an excess 
(what remains physically or metaphysically irreducible to objects). But this 
temporality obscures the all-at-onceness, the simultaneity, of the object/thing 
dialectic and the fact that, all at once, the thing seems to name the object just 
as it is even as it names some thing else."1
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John Rieke



NOTES 

1. Brown, Bill "Thing Theory" in Things, ed. Bill Brown. pp. 1-23. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004 
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Contemplating your hands is a common comedic trope in pop culture. 
Typically part of a teenager’s hallucinogenic romp, the phrase goes something 
along the lines of, “hands are so weird; have you ever really looked at them?” 
Yet, psychedelics aside, most of us would agree that hands are curious objects. 
Because they are an irreducible element of human physiology, we can 
understand them as the most primal form-describing–and inscribing–tools. 
Sign language and psychology tells us that hand-forms are not only capable 
of producing an entire linguistic vocabulary, but they also have cultural and 
trans-cultural significance. One finger in particular comes to mind. 

But, seriously, have you ever really looked at your hands? 

In the famously illustrated Trousset Encyclopedia from 1885 there is an 
entry describing hand shadow puppetry. The accompanying image is a 
catalog of various animal silhouettes that can be achieved by folding, layering, 
and turning fingers and thumbs. But the resulting forms are never perfect 
representations. They are simultaneously familiar, yet abstract, rudimentary 
proxies of real animals. This is partly due to an uncanny trick of perception 
referred to as pareidolia or apophenia: an internal process where the human 
mind seeks out significant forms and meanings in arbitrary objects or fields. 
As a result, faces imbue inanimate objects with character, ink blots reveal our 
psychoses, and deities emerge in everyday meals.1 But beyond this oddity, 
we can also understand Trousset’s image as a taxonomy; extracting a specific 
visual vocabulary built purely out of the constraints of the hand. Thus, we 
can say that through topological mutations, the hand achieves a number of 
elementary types construed through psychological phenomena as  
familiar figures. 

Trousset’s illustration also poses a curious realization. By suggesting, for 
example, that the wolf ’s silhouette is fundamentally different than that of the 
dog, he leads us to believe that the art of the puppetry is not in universality, 
but rather in the limits of specificity. In other words, it is not enough that each 
type be recognizable, but it must also be noticeably distinct from each other 
as a species. Therefore, the abstractions themselves must take into account 
integral traits and subtleties of speciation and genetics. While there might 
be a generic canine or rodent form, variation arises out of an understanding 
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Galo Canizares



NOTES 

1. See “What the Face: objects that look back” http://www.wtface.com, Rorschach Tests, and my favorite, “Piece of 

cheese toast appears to feature the image of Jesus” last accessed November 16, 2016 http://www.goupstate.com/

news/20090422/piece-of-cheese-toast-appears-to-feature-the-image-of-jesus

 

IMAGE
Hand-Shadows “Ombres de la main,” Nouveau Dictionnaire Encyclopedique Universal Illustre.” 1885. From left to 

right: a reindeer, a mountain goat, an ewe, a camel, a pic, a goose, a wolf, a goat, an elephant, a hare, a bear, an ox, a dog, 

a butterfly, a donkey.

of specific characteristic subsets or mutations of each classification. The 
dialogue between form and type then relies on a feedback loop of intentions, 
physiological phenomena, a priori knowledge, and most importantly whether 
you have big, small, fat, slender, stubby, or sinewy hands.

This key analysis of the system posits an integral break in the logics of 
figuration and typology. The established types are tied to a specific figurative 
reference that straddles a line between signification and interpretation. 
Moreover, because the initial topology is so constrained, mutations and 
morphologies are limited to extremely precise gestures. A true master 
puppeteer must have deep knowledge of her hands as hand-types, the species 
she will replicate, their subtle distinctions among related physiognomies, 
and her hand’s inherent constraints. The rules of the puppetry then become 
less about achieving geometric difference or complexity for novelty’s sake, 
and more about curating a specific, meaningful taxonomy within a highly 
constrained system. She must know her hands like, well, the back of her hands.
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A lot of my life is spent wondering how 
many people I talk to are actually robots 
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Jake Pfahl



I could also be a robot tho.. 

Beep Boop... 

I could also be a robot tho.. 

Beep Boop... 
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All of my drawings are produced through a 
computer I require no food or sleep and hu-
mans rarely understand the language I use.
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0 and 1 are my favorite numbers
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But I still have hair so 
I'm definitely not a robot
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If you would like to submit your work 

to be included in a future publication of 

One:Twelve, send it our way!

onetwelveksa@gmail.com
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